CRISIL Global Research & Analytics (GR&A)
CRISIL Global Research & Analytics is one of the world's leading analytics providers focused on high-end
research and analytics services to the world's top financial institutions, including leading investment banks
and asset management firms. Apart from Poland, we have research centers in India, China and Argentina
providing regional and global research support to our clients across the globe. In Wroclaw, Poland, CRISIL
GR&A specializes in offering deep insights in equity and fixed-income markets through our research
capabilities as well as supporting the global markets divisions of leading investment banks in risk analytics,
which includes quantitative modeling, regulatory reporting, derivative valuations and risk technology. We
enable our clients to enhance revenues, accelerate time-to-market and improve operational efficiencies.

Equity Research Apprenticeship
The Apprentice would join present equity research team and support them in any tasks arising in the course
of daily duties.
The Apprentice would be particularly responsible for:





Review of trading statements, annual reports and financial fillings, as well as cross sector and
macroeconomic reports to collect and synthesize data on companies and global situation
Analysis of industry macro trends and companies financials
Monitoring and maintaining financial models and industry databases ensuring correct and up-to-date
information for research notes
Assistance in writing research notes and reports based on team investment theses

Who are we looking for:







Bachelors or Masters degree student in Economics/Finance/Capital Markets or any related financial
discipline
Basic/intermediate understanding of corporate finance and financial markets
Interest in expanding knowledge about equity research
Fluency in English (written and spoken) is mandatory, very good knowledge of any other European
language would be an additional value
Proficiency in MS Office, particularly Excel (optionally VBA knowledge)
Pursuing or willingness to acquire CFA certifications would be considered as an advantage

What careers @ CRISIL offers you




Build an exceptional learning experience by working on support of cutting edge financial analytics in
the equity research domain
As market leaders in the knowledge analytics space, work with the best analysts in the industry who
come with outstanding academic and professional record
Collaboration with the best specialists in an international environment

If you are interested in working with us, send in your CV in English to careers-poland@crisil.com
or call us at : + 48 71 3232 660

